
Global Marketer Safeguards a 
Petabyte of Business-Critical Data 

with JetStor® Solutions from AC&NC

THE ORGANIZATION

This customer is a leading provider of premium-quality beauty and 
wellness products. Founded over thirty years ago, the enterprise 
annually garners several billion dollars in revenues by marketing 
scores of nutritional and health goods via sales channels on five 
continents. The company is based in the American southwest.

THE CHALLENGE

To process thousands of transactions every week, the enterprise 
deploys highly sophisticated systems like an SAP enterprise 
resource planning (ERP) platform, Oracle databases, and 
e-commerce solutions as well as a myriad of standard business 
applications. Together, they generate hundreds of terabytes of data 
every week.

The company’s challenge is backing up its torrents of data quickly, 
reliably, and cost-effectively on its storage area network (SAN). 
This data must always be available should information be lost in 
the production environment and for governance requirements and 
internal audits. 

“It’s a fundamental practice for companies—large and small—to 
back up data,” said the firm’s global systems architect. “For a firm 
like ours with markets worldwide, we need solutions that safely 
store all of our data without taxing our IT budgets and staff. We 
want to invest our time and resources in our business, not backups.”

THE SOLUTION

One JetStor SAS 816FD 16-bay RAID Array, one JetStor SAS 
816JD Dual 12G 16-bay JBOD, two JetStor SAS 716F 16-bay 
RAID Arrays, two JetStor SAS 716J 6G 16-bay JBODs, one 
JetStor SAS 716J 12G V2 JBOD, two JetStor SAS 712F 16-bay 
Arrays, one JetStor SAS 712J 16-bay JBOD, one JetStor SAS 
516F 16-bay RAID Array, two JetStor SAS 516J 16-bay JBODs 
from Advanced Computer & Network Corporation (AC&NC).

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

• One JetStor SAS 816FD 16-bay Array
• One JetStor SAS 816JD 16-bay 12G Dual JBOD
• Two JetStor SAS 716F 16-bay RAID Arrays
• Two JetStor SAS 716J 6G 16-bay JBODs
• One JetStor SAS 716J 12G V2 16-bay JBOD
• Two JetStor SAS 712F 16-bay Arrays
• One JetStor SAS 712J 16-bay JBOD
• One JetStor SAS 516F 16-bay Array
• Two JetStor SAS 516J 16-bay JBODs

Cost-Effective Backup for 
Worldwide Business 
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BENEFITS IMMEDIATELY REALIZED

Today, JetStor platforms store a petabyte of backup and archival data on the 
company’s SAN and at a remote backup site. This data is always available in 
the event production data is lost or internal audits are performed. The 
solutions deliver the performance needed for backups and can support solid-
state drives should additional speed ever be necessary.

“Before acquiring additional storage, we carefully evaluate available products, 
which is why we continue to invest in JetStor arrays,” said the global system 
architect. “Since we bought our first JetStor platforms in 1999, they’ve 
proven to be high-value solutions that deliver very competitive costs per 
gigabyte.”

Reliability contributes to the value of JetStor platforms and reduces their 
ownership costs. They are engineered for non-stop availability with fully 
cableless designs, hot-swappable dual power supplies, dual controllers, 
and drives. Their support for intelligent power management saves energy 
and extends service life. For additional protection, their RAID Manager 
application sends email notifications to administrators when issues are 
detected or maintenance is required. 

“JetStor arrays fit our requirements in that once they’re installed, they don’t 
require much attention,” added the global systems architect. “They also 
provide the scalability we require to meet our ever-increasing troves of data. 
We can easily add JetStor JBODs to seamlessly expand the function-rich 
storage in our data center.”

HOW WE DID IT

When the company needed additional storage for backups on its SAN, the 
latest solutions it deployed were the JetStor SAS 816FD Array and then the 
JetStor SAS 816JD 12G Dual JBOD. Both have 8 terabyte hard drives in 
each of their 16-bay chassis, providing a total capacity of 256 terabytes, or a 
quarter of a petabyte.

“As with all of our JetStor solutions, deployment was straightforward,” 
explained the global systems architect. “Our data center team racked and 
configured the 3U devices. After our engineers confirmed the installation, 
we created RAID 5 groups for data protection should a drive fail.”

The JetStor SAS 816FD Array has redundant 8Gb/sec Fibre Channel links 
to multiple Brocade Fibre Channel switches, ensuring availability should a 
link or even a switch fail.  Redundant 8Gb/sec gig Fibre Channel connects 
the JetStor SAS 816JD JBOD to the 816FD platform.

The two JetStor SAS 716F RAID arrays, the two JetStor SAS 716J 6G 
JBODs, and the JetStor SAS 716J 12G V2 JBOD are similarly configured 
in the SAN. They each have four terabyte drives in their 16-bay chassis. 
The hot-swappable drives on all of the company’s JetStor solutions ensure 
operations are never disrupted should a drive ever fail.

A rack featuring 
JetStor SAS 816FD SAS 
and 716F RAID Arrays.
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The IT staff uses the browser-based RAID Manager application to 
configure, manage, and monitor all JetStor RAID systems. “We 
use the console even to remotely manage JetStor platforms at a 
second backup site,” said the global systems architect. We always 
have visibility into, and control over, our backup architecture.”

CONCLUSION

To back up the many terabytes of data it generates every day, the 
company requires storage capacity that keeps pace. JetStor arrays 
and JBODs provide the scalability and economy needed to ensure 
backups are cost-effective and do not drain IT budgets.

“For nearly two decades, we’ve been coming back to AC&NC for 
our backup storage needs because its JetStor solutions continue 
to offer a successful combination of performance, availability, 
and economy,” concluded the global systems architect. “AC&NC 
delivers a highly competitive line of products that effectively meets 
our storage need. Going forward, AC&NC will remain a trusted 
vendor of ours.”

ABOUT ADVANCED COMPUTER & NETWORK CORPORATION (AC&NC)

Advanced Computer & Network Corporation designs, 
manufactures and markets high-performance, competitively 
priced data storage RAID systems. With an extensive line of Fibre 
Channel, NAS, DAS, and hybrid flash storage solutions for any 
computing platform and operating system, comprehensive free 
technical support, and fast on-time product deliveries, AC&NC 
brings freedom of choice to all clients, from workgroup to 
enterprise. Our RAID systems ensure rapid, round-the-clock access 
to all of the information our customers rely on to move forward in 
the 21st century.

Probability of Data Loss by RAID Level

Total Number of Physical Drives in the Array

AC&NC JetStor SAS 816FD RAID Array
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